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Abstract-several classes of graph optimization problems, which can be solved using dynamic 
programming, are known to have more efficient tailor-made algorithms. This paper discusses four 
such classes and the underlying constraints on their subproblem interrelationships that yield these 
efficient algorithms. These classes are also extended to handle more general cost functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dynamic programming is a particular way of thinking in problem-solving, just as mathematical 
induction is a particular way of proving theorems. Over 40 books (for example [l-6]) and thou- 
sands of papers have been written on the subject, making the impact of Bellman’s contribution 
on many diverse fields impossible to trace (e.g., [7]). 
In the present paper, we shall discuss four classes of graph optimization problems which can 
all be solved using dynamic programming. These classes are 
(1) Optimum Path Problems 
(2) Optimum Binary Tree Problems 
(3) Triangulation of a Polygon 
(4) Network Partitioning. 
Because dynamic programming is such a general principle and can be applied to many problems, 
tailor-made algorithms can be more efficient than algorithms based on dynamic programming 
alone. We shall discuss such tailor-made algorithms and let the reader decide what special 
structures make these improvements possible. 
2. OPTIMUM PATH PROBLEMS 
Given a graph G = (V, A) with vertices or nodes vu, E V, where i = (1,2,. . . , n) and directed 
arcs a,j connecting vi to uj. Length di, is associated with every arc aij E A. We do not require 
that dif > 0 or that dii = dji, but we assume that there exists no negative length cycle. The 
problem is to find the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the graph. 
In terms of the shortest path problem, the principle of optimality would be 
If vi and vuj are two intermediate nodes in a shortest path, then the subpath 
vj must be a shortest path from ‘u, to vj. 
from Vi t0 
Using this principle recursively, we see that there must be some pairs of nodes, say vk and vl, 
for which the shortest path consists of the single arc akl. Such arcs are called basic arcs. 
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The classical Floyd-Warshall shortest path algorithm [8,9] sums up the total length of a shortest 
path from v, to V, consisting of basic arcs and creates a new basic arc aaz with length equal to 
the sum of the lengths of those basic arcs. The Floyd-Warshall algorithm can be stated as 
dik := miIl(dik, dij + djk), forj=l,..., n, andi,k#j, (1) 
and it has a very clever way of keeping track of the intermediate nodes. Operation (1) is called 
the triple operation in [lo], since it involves three arcs. The operations min and + can be replaced 
by others which maintain a closed semiring, as shown in [ll]. 
For example, in other optimum path problems, we may want to define the value of a path to 
be 
L(&b, abcr . . . , ayz) = m=(d,b, &, . . . , dyz), (2) 
and seek the path of minimum value. We can solve these problems by modifying the operation 
in (1) to be 
dik: := min(di,,,max(dij,djk)), for j = 1, . . . , n, and i, k # j. (3) 
A natural question is, “What other optimum path problems could be solved by further modifi- 
cation of the triple operation?” 
Using al, a2, . . , a, to represent the values of m arcs of a path, we can generalize the Floyd- 
Warshall algorithm to handle optimum path problems whose values are defined appropriately [12]. 
For four arcs, with L as the generalized length function, we only require that 
L(al,az,as,a4) = L[L(al,a2),L(a3,a4)1, 
= L[L(al), L(a2, a3, a4)1, 
= -W(al, a2, a3), L(a4)1, 
(4) 
and 
L(%aj) < L(ak,al), if ui < ok, aj 5 al. (5) 
3. OPTIMUM BINARY TREES 
In this class of problems, we are given a set of square nodes V with a weight Wi > 0 associated 
with each square node vi E V. We wish to construct a binary tree with these square nodes as 
the leaves. To differentiate them from the square nodes, the internal nodes of this tree are called 
circular nodes. The problem is to construct a binary tree such that the sum of the weighted 
paths from the root to all the leaves is minimum. Letting li be the number of edges in the path 
from the root to leaf vz, we can state our goal as min Ci Wi li. 
Here, the dynamic programming principle would be 
Any subtree of an optimum tree must be an optimum tree for the set of leaves of that 
subtree. 
In general, not every pair of square nodes can be combined to form a subtree of two leaves. We 
start with the graph G* = (V, I), called the underlying constraint graph, which shows all allowable 
node combinations. If square nodes v, and vj are allowed to combine to form a subtree rooted 
at the new circular node vi,j, then the underlying constraint graph contains edge eij. Adjacency 
in this graph is inherited by the circular nodes in the binary tree as the tree is constructed from 
the leaves (square nodes) in bottom-up fashion. When (square or circular) nodes vi and II~ are 
combined, parent v,,~ inherits all adjacent nodes from both vi and vJ, creating a new condensed 
constraint graph that shows further allowable combinations. 
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If the underlying constraint graph is a complete graph, then the nodes are free to be combined 
in any way. In this case, we can use the classical Huffman’s algorithm [13] which always combines 
the two nodes with the smallest weights wi and wj and assigns their parent (new circular node 
ui,j) the weight wi + wj. If the underlying constraint graph is a chain, then we have the optimum 
alphabetic tree problem. Here we can use the Hu-Tucker algorithm [14,15] with time complexity 
O(n log T-L). 
If the underlying constraint graph is an arbitrary graph, we could in principle, successively 
construct optimum subtrees and merge them into an optimum tree with all leaves corresponding 
to the square nodes. However, the work to construct the table could be prohibitive. 
A natural question is, “What cost functions enable us to use the same procedures as Huffman 
and Hu-Tucker?” This was answered in [16] for a class of functions called regular functions. 
In other applications [17], the cost function may be very similar to the cost function of con- 
structing a binary tree, namely 
where cik is the cost of the subtree containing square nodes vi through Vk, and Wik = ciTi wj. 
If the ?&k satisfy certain conditions, say 
%b + wed _ wbc + wad, < (7) 
which in turn implies 
Cab + ccd 5 cbc + Cad, (8) 
then the straight 0(n3) dynamic program can be made 0(n2) as shown by Knuth [18] and 
Yao [17]. 
This kind of min-cost alphabetic binary tree is, in a sense, a generalization of a binary search 
tree used to search for an item from among n items already sorted alphabetically on a tape. If 
we add the cost of moving a “read head” along the tape, in addition to the cost of comparisons, 
then we need a hybrid of a complete binary search tree and a linear sequential search tree [19]. 
4. POLYGON TRIANGULATION 
Given a convex polygon P with n sides, a “partitioning” of P into n-2 nonoverlapping triangles 
whose vertices are vertices of P is called a triangulation or tiling, and every triangle is a tile. 
Every possible tile has a given arbitrary cost. The problem is to find a tiling of P such that 
the sum of the costs of the tiles used is minimum. The name “tiling” comes from the intuitive 
meaning of tiling the floor of a convex room with triangular tiles. 
For polygon triangulation, we can state the principle of optimality as: 
Any subpolygon of an optimally partitioned convex polygon must be partitioned opti- 
mally. 
The problem can be formulated as a linear programming problem with special structure such 
that the extreme feasible solutions all have integer components. The special structure of the 
matrix of this linear program enables us to develop a recursive 0(n3) algorithm [20]. 
An interesting special case of this problem is to find the order of multiplication of n rectangular 
matrices that minimizes the total number of multiplications. Here, a matrix with dimensions 
p x q is represented by an edge whose two end vertices have weights p and q. The matrix chain 
is represented by a sequence of edges (p x q), (q x T), (T- x s), (s x t) . . . (y x z) and the resulting 
matrix is of dimension p x Z. Thus, the matrix chain of n - 1 matrices is represented by a polygon 
of n edges, where the multiplication of a (p x q) matrix with a (q x T) matrix is associated with 
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a triangle cost of (p ’ q . r). We have an n-sided convex polygon, where every vertex has weight 
wi, and triangle IJ$Jjvk has cost (Wi . Wj * wk). A straight dynamic programming table build-up 
would result in a O(n3) algorithm, but a special tailor-made algorithm yields O(nlogn) (21,221, 
and a linear algorithm with error bound [23,24]. 
In a sense, the polygon triangulation problem is somewhat like the alphabetic binary tree 
problem, except that the “underlying constraint graph” is a cycle instead of a chain. Also, the 
elementary object is an edge with weights wi and wj, not a node. When every node has two 
weights (a left weight and a right weight), we can also construct an optimum binary tree in 0(n2) 
time [25]. 
5. NETWORK PARTITIONING 
Given a graph N = (V,d), called a network, with n nodes and where every arc aij E A has 
a positive integer capacity CQ E Cji [26]. The multiterminal flow problem [27] is to determine 
the maximum flow between every pair of nodes in the network. Due to the Max-Flow Min-Cut 
theorem [28,29], the maximum flow value between each of the (I) different pairs of nodes is equal 
to the minimum cut separating that pair of nodes. A cut is a partitioning of V into two proper 
subsets X and x’, where the value (capacity) of the cut is defined to be 
C(X,rr) = -+j+j: where (i E X, j E x). 
As shown in [27], a subset of n - 1 noncrossing cuts among the (g) minimum cuts is enough 
to determine all (t) maximum flows. Two cuts (X,x) and (Y,Y) cross each other if each of the 
-- 
four sets X n Y, X n Y, X ~1 Y, and x n f7 is nonempty. A set of cuts is non-crossing if no two 
cuts in the set cross each other. 
It can be shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between any n - 1 noncrossing cuts 
and a tree. The so-called Gomory-Hu cut tree corresponds to such a set of n - 1 noncrossing cuts 
where the total sum of the cut values is a minimum. 
In this case, the dynamic programming principle would be 
If a cut (X,x) is selected to be one of the tree cuts partitioning V, then the subsets X 
and x must be partitioned optimally. 
Only n - 1 maximum flow computations [30,31] are needed to determine the n - 1 minimum 
cuts of the Gomory-Hu cut tree. Once we have this tree, the minimum cut partitioning vi and vj 
is simply the tree arc with the minimum value on the unique path from vi to vj in the cut tree. 
In many applications, the value of a cut (X,x) is defined differently [32-341. For example, we 
can define the value to be 
C(X,X) = c Cij 
(icx, jE’j7) 1x1 .IXl’ 
We may still want to find the n - 1 minimum cuts which separate the (;) different pairs of nodes. 
However, there are 2+’ - 1 cuts in an n-node network. A straight-forward dynamic program- 
ming algorithm would require too much time and space. 
Assume the values of all cuts are defined arbitrarily, and we have a subroutine which can find 
the minimum cut separating a given pair of nodes. How many times do we have to call this 
subrout,ine so that we know the minimum cut separating any pair of nodes? The answer is that 
we need to use the subroutine only n - 1 times to construct a tree where each internal node of 
the tree corresponds to a cut, and every leaf of the tree corresponds to a node in the original 
network. The minimum cut separating a leaf vi and a leaf vj is the least common ancestor of ZI% 
and l/j [35]. 
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6. FINAL REMARKS 
Dynamic programming is based on a simple and yet profound idea which cannot be totally 
formalized. This makes it unlike greedy algorithms, which are based on the theory of gree- 
doids [36]. In a nutshell, dynamic programming is the art of decomposing a complex problem 
into subproblems and combining the optimum solutions to these subproblems without duplication 
of computations. The success of dynamic programming lies in the fact that an optimum solution 
to a subproblem usually depends only on the optimum values of adjacent subproblems and not 
on the structure of these adjacent subproblems. 
In graph terminology, we may consider an elementary subproblem as a node vi, and the compu- 
tational effort to solve the subproblem as weight wi. The interrelationship between the subprob- 
lems is the underlying constraint graph showing which subproblems (nodes) can be combined. 
The final goal is to successively cluster all the nodes of the underlying constraint graph into one 
node. 
Recent efforts to implement dynamic programming algorithms in the framework of parallel 
computation [37-391 will undoubtedly open another horizon for dynamic programming. In clos- 
ing, the following caption from the chapter on dynamic programming in [lo] is dedicated to the 
memory of Dr. Richard E. Bellman. 
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